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ABSTRACT2

In this article, a self-reconfiguring OrigamiSat concept is presented. The reconfiguration of the3
proposed OrigamiSat is triggered by combining the effect of 4D material (i.e. origami’s edges) and4
changes in the local surface optical properties (i.e. origami’s facets) to harness the solar radiation5
pressure acceleration. The proposed OrigamiSat uses the principle of solar sailing to enhance6
the effect of the Sun radiation to generate momentum on the Aluminised Kapton (Al-Kapton)7
origami surface by transitioning from mirror-like to diffusely reflecting optical properties of each8
individual facet. Numerical simulations have demonstrated that local changes in the optical9
properties can trigger reconfiguration. A minimum of 1-meter edge size facet is required for a10
thick-origami Al-Kapton origami to generate enough forces from the Sun radiation. The thick-11
origami pattern is 3D-printed directly on a thin Al-Kapton film (the solar sail substrate which is12
highly reflective). An elastic filament (thermoplastic polyurethane TPU) showed best performance13
when printing directly on the Al-Kapton and the Acrylonitrile Butadiene Styrene with carbon14
fiber reinforcement (ABS/cc) is added to augment the origami mechanical properties. The 4D15
material (shape memory polymer) is integrated only at specific edges to achieve self-deployment16
by applying heat. Two different folding mechanisms were studied: (1) the cartilage-like , where17
the hinge is made combining the TPU and the 4D material which make the mounts or valleys18
fully stretchable, and (2) the mechanical hinge, where simple hinges are made solely of ABS/cc.19
Numerical simulations have demonstrated that the cartilage-like hinge is the most suitable design20
for light-weight reconfigurable OrigamiSat when using the solar radiation pressure acceleration.21
We have used build-in electric board to heat up the 4D material and trigger the folding. We22
envisage embedding the heat wire within the 4D hinge in the future.23

Keywords: solar sails, 3D printing, additive manufacturing, shape memory polymers, reconfigurable structures, origami24
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1 INTRODUCTION

Conventional spacecraft designs generally comprise of a central spacecraft bus that mounts multiple25
deployable structures (e.g. antennas and solar arrays). Deployables are used to minimise the packed volume26
in the launch vehicle and to provide on-orbit configurations which aim to extend the surface area of the27
spacecraft. These devices are generally large structures deployed in-space utilising origami-based designs28
(Larson and Wertz, 1992). The benefits of origami-based designs for these deployable structures include29
a reduction in stowed volume, and an ability to deploy the structure with minimal actuation and few30
moving parts (Peraza Hernandez et al., 2019). Morgan et al. (2016) give an overview of the advantages of31
origami designs specifically for aerospace applications, and demonstrates the wide range of potential uses,32
including: protective bellows for Martian rovers, expandable habitats for the ISS, and deployable antennas.33
The most well-known example of origami used in spaceflight engineering is the Miura fold (Nishiyama,34
2012), which allows a structure composed by rigid panels to be folded compactly and then unfolded in35
one motion, and has been used for deployable solar panel arrays. A design procedure for reversible rigid36
origami solar panels has been proposed and demonstrated through the realization of a 3D printed prototype37
of mechanical hinges (Russo, 2020).38

Spacecraft deployables tend to be lightweight to reduce launch costs. These large appendages can cause39
the spacecraft to experience disturbance torques due to the Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) acceleration,40
which must then be counteracted by the attitude control system. Conversely, solar sails are highly reflective41
deployable structures (i.e., “space mirrors”) specifically designed to enhance the effect of the Sun’s radiation42
as a primary form of fuel-free propulsion with the advantage of a longer mission lifetime. Solar sails are43
large (e.g. 200 m2 (Ono et al., 2013)) and two-dimensional lightweight membrane structures (e.g., 7.544
µm thickness (Ono et al., 2013)) folded using origami based design to fit within the launcher’s volume.45
Natori et al. (2015) discusses the use of origami-based design for deployable membrane spacecraft, giving46
a number of examples of deployable fold patterns for this application.47

Most of these structures (deployable devices and solar sails) are currently designed to maintain a48
fixed-shape once deployed, and a single spacecraft usually mounts multiple deployables for different49
purposes. We propose a spacecraft design which integrates solar sailing capabilities with functionality50
which would traditionally require deployable structures, through the use of a reconfigurable origami satellite51
or “OrigamiSat”. Such a shape-changing spacecraft could open a new paradigm in spacecraft design, where52
a “flat” OrigamiSat could be folded into several shape configurations, each performing different functions.53
In this new paradigm, solar sailing could be one of the operational modes of a multi-functional OrigamiSat,54
moving away from the conventional view of SRP as a disturbing force for deployables. When flat, an55
OrigamiSat could operate as a solar sail, providing fuel-free propulsion or attitude control. The OrigamiSat56
could then be reconfigured and operate, for example, as a parabolic reflector (Borggrafe et al., 2015),57
thereafter switching between operational modes as required. Furthermore, it is possible that the shape58
reconfiguration itself could be at least partially controlled through the use of SRP and surface reflectivity59
modulation (SRM), in a fashion similar to the use of Reflectivity Control Devices (RCDs) for the attitude60
control of solar sails. This could be achieved by mounting RCDs on different facets of the origami61
design. By modulating the reflectivity of each facet, the force due to SRP could be controlled and shape-62
reconfiguration achieved by subjecting the OrigamiSat to the forces required to perform the desired “folds”63
of its underlying origami pattern.64

The active shape control of solar sails has previously been considered for some specific applications,65
though the degree of shape reconfiguration required by a multi-functional OrigamiSat would be more66
extensive than any of the following proposed concepts. Reconfiguring the shape of a solar sail modifies67
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the area-to-mass ratio of the spacecraft, allowing orbit control and enabling new missions. For example,68
Soldini et al. (2019) show that instantaneous changes of the area-to-mass ratio of a spacecraft can be used69
to perform fuel-free transfers between Lissajous orbits in the Sun-Earth system, suggesting this could be70
achieved through the use of foldable “flaps” being deployed or stowed as required. Farrés et al. (2019) have71
explored solar sails transfer for L4 and L5 lagrangian points while Soldini et al. (2016) have investigated72
the use of shape-changing solar sails for end-of-life disposal of large spacecraft in the L2 Lagrangian point.73
Ceriotti et al. (2014) introduce a quasi-rhombic pyramidal solar sail design in which the sail geometry is74
actively controlled via extendable booms, enabling orbit control. Takao (2020) investigates the active-shape75
control of spinning solar sails, demonstrating effective shape control can be achieved using either tethers76
or RCD devices. Borggrafe et al. (2015) demonstrate that a parabolic shape can be produced in a slack77
reflective membrane by varying the surface reflectivity across the membrane surface. This concept is similar78
to suggestion that the shape-reconfiguration of an OrigamiSat could be triggered by SRP and differences79
in local surface reflectivity, though the mechanics of an origami pattern folding are quite different to the80
membrane dynamics considered in this example.81

The local surface reflectivity of the proposed OrigamiSat could be controlled via RCDs. RCDs are82
proven technology for solar sails, as demonstrated by the IKAROS mission which used such devices83
to generate attitude control torques Ono et al. (2013). For tuning the torque acting on the sail Ma et al.84
(2016) describes the use of an RCD based on a polymer dispersed liquid crystal (PDLC), which enables85
propellant-less attitude control through reflectivity modulation via an applied voltage. In Lai et al. (2019),86
a 3D-printed corner cube retro-reflector was manufactured which is tunable through the PDLC, cutting87
costs related to the manufacturing process. Such devices would be an efficient means of achieving shape88
control for an OrigamiSat, as they do not require propellant, have low mass, and could be integrated into89
the reflective membrane of an OrigamiSat’s facets during manufacture through the use of contemporary90
additive manufacturing techniques.91

In this work we use multibody dynamics simulations to model the in-space folding behaviour of an92
OrigamiSat with variable local reflectivity. As origami-based design is so frequently found in the area93
of spaceflight engineering, there is a need to accurately model the behaviour of these origami structures94
in orbit. McPherson and Kauffman (2019) give a review of research on the dynamics and estimation of95
origami space structures, highlighting the importance of accurate dynamic models, particularly during the96
deployment phase. Examples given by McPherson and Kauffman (2019) include the work of Miyazaki97
and Iwai (2004), where a spring mass model is used to model the membrane dynamics of a six panel solar98
sail. Zhang and Zhou (2017) present a simplified model of a spinning solar sail during deployment, and99
perform an ABAQUS simulation of the origami fold pattern deploying. Although there is some literature100
on modelling the deployment dynamics of solar sails, the deployment of these sails is most often enacted101
by centrifugal means as the central hub spins and the sail unfolds (Takao, 2020), and the sail itself is102
considered to be a flexible membrane. The OrigamiSat proposed in our work consists of reconfigurable103
rigid panels (the OrigamiSat facets), acted upon by SRP acceleration, therefore the mathematical modelling104
presented in this article is quite different to the cases found in literature.105

Manufacturing is an important consideration for future OrigamiSat development. The manufacturing106
process of traditional solar sails is complex, requiring the manual folding of the thin sail membrane107
(Stohlman et al., 2020). In the second part of this paper, we consider the manufacturing of an OrigamiSat,108
and in particular how additive manufacturing (AM) would be particularly suitable for this application. The109
design and manufacturing flexibility offered by AM techniques, together with its capability of combining110
multiple materials (structural, photo-voltaic, conductive etc) in a single pass (Okaro et al., 2019), will111
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enable new and more effective solar sail designs such as the OrigamiSat. We use additive manufacturing to112
explore the design of an OrigamiSat folding mechanism and for the rapid prototyping of a self-reconfiguring113
solar sail. The use of AM and rapid prototyping has also allowed us to investigate a variety of candidate114
materials for the OrigamiSat folding mechanism and membrane, with results discussed in the latter part of115
this paper.116

We also consider the use of Shape Memory Polymers (SMPs) filament (commercially know as 4D117
material) as an additional actuator for OrigamiSat folding, and have incorporated these materials in our118
prototyping. Here, we propose incorporating SMP material in the hinge mechanism of the OrigamiSat,119
such that when heat is applied to the SMP, folding around the hinge is effected. Such materials have120
recently been of great interest in the spaceflight community due to their novel properties and wide-ranging121
applications. Wu et al. (2018) proposes a self-folding polymer membrane based on space-qualified materials122
and is potentially mass-producible by industrial roll-to-roll processes. Different studies have been made123
which harness the properties of “smart materials” such as Shape Memory Alloys (SMAs) or SMPs. One124
example is the work of Karmakar and Mishra (2021), where an SMA-based linear actuator has been used125
for controlling the deployment of a Light Sail. Bovesecchi et al. (2019) explore the self-deployment of a126
solar sail through the construction of three different prototypes, demonstrating the utility of SMAs for such127
applications. SMAs have also been used by Inglesias (2020) for the development of a self-folding hinge128
architecture for origami-inspired thin architecture, which is suitable for space applications. An example of129
an external force being used to effect the self-folding and spontaneous buckling of a thin sheet of SMP is130
presented in Zhang et al. (2017), and is particularly relevant to our work in that this external force could131
represent SRP in the case of an OrigamiSat.132

This paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, a brief summary of the long-term vision is given,133
describing the aims and scope of the work. Section 3 contains mathematical modelling and the results of134
numerical simulation, used to investigate the feasibility of SRP triggered reconfiguration of OrigamiSats,135
while section 4 focuses on OrigamiSat manufacturing, in which we investigate the use of AM techniques136
for rapid-prototyping purpose.137

2 ORIGAMISAT MISSION APPLICATION

In this article, a new paradigm towards space mission design has been proposed where a swarm of shape-138
changing OrigamiSats are employed for achieving multi-operational mission goals. A new concept of139
origami solar sail’s membranes is here explored which makes use of 3D printable materials on a high140
reflectivity material (a thin Al-Kapton film). The optical properties of the facets is assumed to be controlled141
by Reflective Control Devices (RCDs) while the edges are assumed to be actuated by embedded heaters,142
which will activate the shape memory polymer (4D material). Thus, our design evaluates the use of hybrid143
thermo-optical properties to enable reconfigurability of an OrigamiSat. Figure 1 shows an illustration of a144
simple OrigamiSat made of triangular facets(black rectangle). The central facet is assumed to have body145
mounted solar cells on the front and hardware on the back. The other facets are connected to the central one146
through 4D-printed edges. The optical properties of the other facets are assumed to be controlled by RCDs.147
The system is considered to be fully integrated and the edges are directly printed on the Kapton membrane.148
When the RCD is “ON” the facet is specular reflective (i.e., dark orange in Fig. (1)) while when “OFF” the149
facet’s optical property changes to diffuse reflection (i.e., light yellow in Fig. (1)). Local changes in the150
optical properties of the facet triggers reconfiguration due to the different modulation in the solar radiation151
pressure acceleration. Figure (1) shows our vision for the use of shape-changing OrigamiSats. A swarm of152
OrigamiSats is initially stowed in the launcher (1), each single OrigamiSat is deployed and the actuation153
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can be achieved by actuating the 4D edges. Once the swarm of OrigamiSats is fully deployed, the next154
step is to assembly On-orbit to form a large Solar Sail (3). This allows for fuel-free transfer of a swarm of155
OrigamiSats at its final destination (4). Finally, the OrgamiSats can individually reshape by harnessing156
SRP and change the local reflectity of each facet as shown in Fig. (1) for a lander (5). In this section, an157
overview of OrigamiSats idea and possible application is proposed. However, in this article we focus on158
the thermo-optical properties of a single OrigamiSat and its manufacturing process. Section 2 investigates159
the effectiveness of harnessing SRP through local optical changes of the facet via multi-body dynamics160
numerical simulations while Section 3 is devoted to the manufacturing process and the prototyping of the161
4D-printed OrigamiSat. The simple design shown here is one of the OrigamiSat shape investigated in both162
Section 2-3 and used for comparison. Several origami folding sequences and manufacturing processes of163
the edges have been investigated in Section 2 and 3 respectively.164

Figure 1. Illustration of a swarm OrigamiSat mission scenario (1), Launch configuration (2) Deployment
of a single OrigamiSat by using 4D-printed edges (3) On-rbit assembly of a swarm of OrigamiSats (4)
Fuel-free propulsion during the transfer phase and (5) Changes in the facet optical properties to trigger
shape-changing.

3 MULTIBODY ORIGAMI FOLDING DYNAMICS

In this section mathematical models of an OrigamiSat are developed and used to demonstrate that folding165
can be triggered by changing the local optical properties. First, a simplified, planar model of a single166
facet folding is used to derive some approximate scaling laws, and then a 2D model of linked facets167
is used to demonstrate the principle of SRP triggered shape reconfiguration. Finally a 3D multibody168
dynamics formulation is used to derive the equations of motion for arbitrary OrigamiSat fold patterns.169
These simulations have demonstrated that the momentum imparted to the facets by SRP is sufficient to170
trigger the self-folding of an origami solar sail. Simulations are then used to investigate the use of SRP171
and local SRM, whereby the surface reflectivity of individual facets of the OrigamiSat can be controlled,172
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to perform active shape-reconfiguration of the sail. The effect of SRP is proportional to the area-to-mass173
ratio of each facet. Thus, it was possible to determine the minimum size required for each facet to generate174
enough ”folding” momentum.175

3.1 Folding Time of a Rigid Reflective OrigamiSat Facet176

Here, the feasibility of using SRP to actuate the folding of high area-to-mass ratio, rigid facets is177
demonstrated using a simplified planar model of a rigid panel with a fixed edge constraint. This rigid panel178
represents a single facet of an OrigamiSat. The bending resistance from the hinge material of an OrigamiSat179
is estimated by assuming that the panel can be treated as a centre-loaded cantilever beam (Malka et al.,180
2014), and scaling laws for the hinge resistance torque and SRP force are developed.181
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Figure 2. Reflective origami facet with fixed edge constraint (a) and change in facet folding time with
length-scale, considering the bending stiffness of a 7.5 µm thick flexure hinge (b)

Figure 2a illustrates a rigid, reflective, square facet with a fixed support at one edge and exposed to182
incoming radiation. The facet has sidelength l, and the unit vectors n an t define the surface normal and183
transverse vectors respectively. The transverse direction is defined to be the vector perpendicular to n and184
lying within the plane spanned by n and ui, which is the direction of the incident radiation. Considering185
only specular reflection and absorption of the incident radiation, for a Lambertian surface located one186
astronomical unit (AU) from the sun, the force acting on the facet is given by:187

FSRP = PA(1 + ρ) cos2 αn+ PA(1− ρ) cosα sinαt (1)

where ρ, the reflectivity, is the fraction of the incident radiation that is reflected, P = 4.563× 10−6 N m−2188
is the SRP constant 1 AU from the Sun, and A = l2 is the facet area (McInnes, 1999).189

The surface is further assumed to be perfectly reflective, in which case ρ = 1 and Eq. 1 reduces to190
FSRP = 2PA cos2 αn. We now derive an expression for the time required for the facet to complete a fold191
through π/2 radians. If the facet has no bending resistance, and so is free to rotate around the fixed edge,192
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the angular acceleration of the facet around the y-axis is given by:193

α̈ =
τ

Iy
=

3P cos2 α

σl
(2)

where τ = Pl3 cos2 α is the magnitude of the torque produced by the SRP force (FSRP), acting through the194
centre of the facet, and Iy = 1

3σl
4 is the mass moment of inertia of the facet around the y-axis, expressed195

in terms of the areal mass density σ. Equation 2 is then linearised in the range α = [0, π/2] by making the196
approximation cos2 α ≈ (1− 2

πα). Following the aforementioned linearisation, an approximate solution197
for α(t) can be derived when setting α̇(0) = α(0) = 0:198

α(t) =
π

2

[
1− cos

(√
6P

πσl

)]
(3)

The time taken for the facet to complete a rotation of π/2 rad is found by integrating Eq. 3 between199
α = 0 and π/2, which gives:200

tπ/2 =
π

2

√
πσl

6P
(4)

Equation 4 is illustrated in Fig. 2b, for areal mass densities ranging from 10 g/m2 (dotted red line in Fig.201
2b), that of near term solar sails, to two orders of magnitude higher (dashed red line in Fig. 2b). These202
greater areal mass densities are considered to take into account the fact that the analysis assumes a rigid203
facet, and the structural mass required to guarantee sufficient rigidity may increase the areal mass density204
above that of conventional solar sails. (The black curves in Fig. 2 represent the folding time when hinge205
resistance is taken into account, expressions for which are derived in the following section.) As shown in206
Fig. 2b, if the mass density is low enough the time required to fold the facet remains on minute time-scales,207
for length-scales up to 100 m. This suggests that rapid, active shape re-configuration of low density origami208
solar sail could be feasible using SRP.209

3.1.1 Bending Resistance210

In the previous section, we adopted a formulation where the rigid facet was free to rotate around the fixed211
edge in Fig. 2a. We now introduce a more realistic model where the resistance to the facet’s rotation due212
to the hinge material is taken into account. The hinge is only required to constrain the OrigamiSat edges213
together, allowing relative rotation, and so one solution would be to use the sail material itself as a flexure214
hinge. The hinge stress due to the inertial forces of the rotating facets would need to be considered in the215
sail design process, but at this stage it is assumed that the hinge can be thin enough that a flexure hinge of216
sail material would be the solution offering the lowest bending resistance. In other words, it is assumed217
that the resistance of the hinge can be modelled as a linear torsion spring, where the resistance to rotation218
comes from the bending stiffness of the hinge material, rather than the resistance coming from the friction219
in a hinge or bearing.220

The rotational bending stiffness is defined (Malka et al., 2014) by:221

k =
EIyA
l

=
Ed3w

12L
(5)
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where E is the Young’s modulus, IyA the second moment of area of the hinge cross-section, and w, d and222
l the width, thickness and length of the hinge respectively. Details of the hinge geometry and labelling223
convention can be found in Malka et al. (2014). It is assumed that the hinge material is thin enough that the224
curvature can be ignored, i.e. that the deflection discontinuously increases from 0 to φ at the hinge root,225
where φ is the hinge angle. This assumption was also made by Okuizumi and Yamamoto (2009) when226
modelling creases in a 7.5µm solar sail film and found to be accurate through non-linear finite element227
analysis, and through comparison with experiment. With this assumption, the bending resistance of the228
square facet illustrated in Fig. 2a is given by:229

k =
Ed3

12
(6)

which is found by taking Eq. 5 and setting w = L = l. The bending resistance does not depend on l230
because although the length of the fold root, and thus second moment of area increases proportional to l,231
the lever arm of the applied force also increases at the same rate. We now derive an expression for the time232
taken for a square facet subjected to SRP and with bending resistance to fold π/2 radians. With bending233
resistance, Eq. 2 becomes:234

α̈ =
Pl3 cos2 α− kα

1
3σl

4
(7)

Again approximating cos2α ≈ (1− 2
πα), a solution for α(t) is:235

α(t) = πP l3

1− cos

√6Pl3 + 1
4Eπd

3

πσl4

 (8)

and the time taken to reach a fold angle of π/2 rad is now given by:236

tπ/2 =

√
πl4σ

6l3P + 1
4Eπd

3
cos−1

[
− πEd

3

24l3P

]
(9)

Equation 9 only has a solution if:237

l > d

(
πE

24P

)1
3

(10)

If the inequality in Eq. 10 is not satisfied, physically this means that the facet does not complete a rotation238
of π/2 radians, as the bending stiffness is too large compared to the SRP torque. If l is equal to the right239
hand side of the inequality then the facet just reaches π/2 radians, but will oscillate between α = 0 and240
π/2. For larger l, the facet will exceed this angle. Equation 10 then gives the minimum facet length scale241
required to fold a facet using SRP for a given flexure hinge thickness. Using parameters of the IKAROS242
base membrane as a example (Okuizumi and Yamamoto, 2009), d = 7.5 µm and E = 3.2 GPa, Eq. 9 is243
shown in Fig. 2b, along with the zero bending resistance case. For l < 0.34 m, there is no solution, while244
for l > 0.34 m the curve rapidly approaches the no bending resistance case, and the hinge resistance can245
effectively be ignored.246

This analysis shows that, for a simplified, rigid facet model, it should be possible to rapidly fold an247
OrigamiSat using SRP. When the effect of the hinge bending resistance was considered, assuming the248
hinge is a thin flexure hinge of comparable thickness to the sail membrane itself, there is a minimum length249
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scale required for the facet to be able to overcome the bending resistance and fold, but for length scales250
greater than this the bending resistance can essentially be ignored.251

3.2 Planar Model of Linked, Reflective Facets252

Having considered a simplified, single facet model in the previous analysis, we now extend our analysis253
to investigate the multibody dynamics of an OrigamiSat with multiple facets. To this end, a planar model of254
linked rigid bars has been developed, and is presented in this section. The aim of this work is to first verify255
results relating to folding-times obtained via the simplified single facet model of the previous section, and256
to assess the feasibility of using SRP to trigger the OrigamiSat folding when there are multiple rigid facets257
rotating relative to one another, and when the entire system is in free-space with no fixed supports.258

3.2.1 Model Description259

Here, the equations of motion for a multibody system consisting of N linked, rigid bars are presented.260
The generalised coordinates of the system are the x and y coordinates of each bar’s centre-of-mass,261
and the angle θ each bar makes to the x-axis. These coordinates are contained in the state vector q =262
[x1, y1, θ1, ..., xN , yN , θN ]. The system dynamics are found using the Lagrangian multipliers formulation,263
as described by, for example, Baraff (1996). The constraints are satisfied by first solving:264

JM−1JTλ = −J̇q̇ − JM−1Qa (11)

for the vector of Lagrange multipliers λ, and then finding the constraint forces with:265

Qc = JTλ (12)

where J is the Jacobian, defined by J = ∂C/∂q for the constraint equation vector C.Qa is the vector of266
applied forces. M is the mass matrix, which is diagonal with elements [m1,m1, I1, ...mN ,mN , IN ], where267
mi, Ii = 1

12miL
2
i are the mass and mass moment of inertia of the ith bar, respectively, for bar length Li .268

The constraint equations are given by first finding the position vector of the end of each bar, and enforcing269
that the ends of connected bars are coincident, such that:270

C =


x1 +

1
2L1 cos θ1 − x2 + 1

2L2 cos θ2
y1 +

1
2L1 sin θ1 − y2 + 1

2L2 sin θ2
...

xN−1 +
1
2LN−1 cos θN−1 − xN + 1

2LN cos θN
yN−1 +

1
2LN−1 sin θN−1 − xN + 1

2LN sin θN

 = 0 (13)

The equations of motion are then given by:271

q̈ = M(Qa +Qc) (14)

which may be numerically integrated to evaluate the time-evolution of the system. The applied force vector272
Qa is the force due to SRP on each bar, and is found by evaluating Eq. 1 for each bar, for a given radiation273
incidence direction and the reflectivity ρi of each facet, and again assuming square facets such thatAi = L2

i .274
The bending stiffness of the edges is not considered at this stage, since the previous analysis found this275
force to be negligible compared to the force due to SRP for large enough facets.276
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3.2.2 Results of Simulation277

The planar multibody model is now used to investigate the dynamics of linked rigid, reflective facets in278
free space, subject to SRP. The equations of motion given in the previous section are numerically integrated279
with a Runge-Kutta 4th order integration scheme, and a simulation timestep of 1 s. The bar elements280
are given a length of 1 m, and the mass is calculated assuming an areal mass density of 10 g/m2. The281
incident radiation is directed along the positive y-axis. In the first simulation, two linked bars with perfect282
reflectivity ρ = 1 are considered. If initially, θ1 = θ2 = 0 rad, there is no relative rotation of the bars, as283
the SRP force is normal to both surfaces and thus in the same direction, so is experienced by the system as284
rigid body motion. A small initial relative angle is introduced, by setting θ1 = −0.01 rad and θ2 = 0.01285
rad. This means that the SRP acts to fold the facets together as there is a small difference in the direction286
of the force on each facet. Through simulation, it was found that the two facets fold together in a time of287
412 s. This is greater than the time suggested by Fig. 2b for facets of this size. This is because there is no288
fixed support at the edge and each facet is free to accelerate in the y-direction when the force is applied.289
However, once the rotation begins it rapidly accelerates, as a greater portion of the SRP torque acts in290
opposing directions on the two facets, and the majority of the fold is completed within approximately 50 s291
which is more in line with the expected folding times given in Fig. 2b.292

By controlling the surface reflectivity of each facet, through the use of RCDs for example, folding can293
be induced without the need for an initial relative angular displacement, as was required in the previous294
simulation. This is because, as a consequence of Eq. 1, a facet of equal area with higher reflectivity will295
experience a greater force, and thus accelerate relative to a less reflective facet, resulting in a rotation296
around the joint between them.297

A simulation was performed of a three facet system, with reflectivities given by [1, 0, 1] for facets one298
to three respectively, and all initial angles zero. These reflectivities represent an idealised case, though in299
practice the difference in reflectivity that could be achieved with RCDs will most likely be much smaller.300
Due to the difference in surface reflectivity between the facets, a fold is induced. Three facets are used here301
such that the symmetry prevents the overall system rotating, and so only the outer facets fold in while the302
centre facet remains flat. The facets are found to complete a fold of π/2 radians in 100 s. This is twice303
the value expected in from the fixed edge analysis in Fig. 2b for l = 1 m, because unlike the fixed edge304
case the centre facet here is also accelerating in the positive y-direction. Since the force on the perfectly305
absorbing centre facet is exactly half that on the outer facets (initially), in the centre-of-mass frame the306
angular acceleration is half that which would be found for the fixed edge case. The system is shown in Fig.307
3a at t = 40 s, showing the outer facets have begun to fold inwards, away from the incident radiation. In308
Fig. 3, grey facets are perfectly reflective while black facets are perfectly absorbing.309

By inverting the surface reflectivity, the fold direction can be reversed, as shown in Fig. 3b. The facets310
again fold inwards in the exact same time as the previous case but this time in the opposite direction. Note311
that in the previous simulations, the facets are free to pass through each other, and do not shadow other312
facets from the incoming radiation. This causes the facet’s rotation to slow as they approach an angle of π313
rad, as the SRP passes through the centre facet and acts to decelerate them. The effects of self reflection314
and shadowing are considered in later modelling.315

A planar model of linked rigid facets has been used to demonstrate that SRP can be used to fold rigid316
reflective facets in free space, although the time taken to fold the facets may be higher than was suggested317
by the previous analysis. This is due to the rotation axis of the fold also undergoing transverse acceleration,318
whereas the previous analysis was for a facet with a fixed edge. Considering the relative motion of the319
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a) b)

c)

Figure 3. Results of simulations of a planar multibody system, consisting of linked rigid bars and subjected
to SRP. Black represents a perfectly absorbing facet, while gray is perfectly reflecting.

facet edges, it was found that folding times were a minimum of a factor of two times greater than for320
the fixed edge case. It was also found that controlling the local surface reflectivity of the facets could be321
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used to induce folding of facets, both towards and away from the incident radiation. However, symmetric322
configurations were used here to avoid rotation of the overall system relative to the radiation direction.323

For more complicated geometries, the planar model is not a suitable model of an OrigamiSat, because it324
only represents a chain of facets each connected to their adjacent facets, whereas a 3D origami fold pattern325
would have multiple facets mutually connected. In the planar model, each new facet added to the system326
introduces a new degree of freedom, as that facet is free to rotate. For 3D origami patterns the number of327
degrees of freedom are reduced, since multiple facets are interconnected and so restrict the overall motion.328
A system with a greater number of facets has been simulated with results of simulation shown in Fig. 3c,329
which shows the system at selected time steps. The outer facets are seen to rotate inwards first, and then330
the inner facets consecutively fold inwards while the centre facet remains flat, due to the symmetry of the331
system. This simulation is included to demonstrate that a linked facet system, modelled by the planar model332
here, behaves like a long flexible chain for large numbers of facets. Although the parabolic shape achieved333
in Fig. 3c could conceivably be used as a reflector or receiver, this would be formed of a long chain of334
facets and so may have limited utility. This concept is similar to the work of Borggrafe et al. (2015), which335
shows that SRP can be used to produce a parabola by modulating the reflectivity across a slack membrane,336
though this strategy required a rigid supporting hoop to achieve the desired shape. It is unclear whether the337
shape of a facet chain without this type of supporting rigid structure could be effectively controlled solely338
through the use of SRM, though this was not investigated further here.339

3.3 3D Multibody Dynamics of Rigid Origami340

Having examined the planar dynamics of linked rigid facets, a model is now presented for simulating the341
spatial dynamics of 3D rigid origami patterns, subjected to SRP. The aim of this section is to use this model342
to demonstrate that 3D origami patterns can be folded using SRP, when the reduced degrees of freedom of343
3D fold patterns and the limited direction of the applied force due to SRP are taken into account. A general344
expression for the multibody dynamics of rigid origami patterns is presented, and a ray-tracing module for345
the calculation of SRP force that has been developed for this work is included and verified. The model is346
then used to demonstrate through simulation that SRM can be used to reconfigure a Miura fold OrigamiSat,347
and then to demonstrate the active shape control of a pyramidal OrigamiSat design.348

3.3.1 Model Description349

In this section, the procedure for generating the equations of motion of a multibody system consisting350
of linked, flat, rigid facets is presented. The formulation allows the multibody equations of motion to be351
generated for different origami designs, which are specified as collection of polygons. The dynamics of the352
multibody system are described using the well-known “augmented formulation”, described by Shabana353
(2010):354 [

M JT

J 0

] [
q̈
λ

]
=

[
Qa +Qv

Qc

]
(15)

where M is the system mass matrix, q the state vector of body coordinates and J = ∂C/∂q is again the355
constraint Jacobian, for the vector of system constraint equations C. λ is a vector of Lagrange multipliers,356
used to solve for the constraint forces Qc, while Qa and Qv are the applied and inertial force vectors357
respectively.358

The OrigamiSat is modelled as a system of flat, rigid facets, constrained by spherical joints at overlapping359
vertices of the facets. The state vector q contains the Cartesian coordinates of each facet’s centre-of-mass,360
ri, and the three ZY ′X ′′ Euler angles, ψ, θ, φ describing its orientation relative to the inertial xyz frame.361
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Figure 4a) shows the reference frames, Euler angles and sequence of rotations for the ith facet. The state362
vector q is then ordered such that q = [x1, y1, z1, ψ1, θ1, φ1, ..., xN , yN , zN , ψN , θN , φN ]

T , where N is363
the total number of facets. The mass matrix M is composed diagonally by [m1I3×3, I1, ...,mNI3×3, IN ]364
where I3×3 is the three by three identity matrix, and mi and Ii are the mass and inertia tensor (in the body365
frame) of the ith facet respectively.366

The origami fold pattern is defined as a set of N polygons, which are themselves a set of ni vertex367
coordinates, such that the vector of all vertex positions is V = [v11, ...,v1n1 , ...,vN1, ...,vNnN ]

T . An368
example fold pattern is shown in Fig. 4 for a nine (b) and four (c) facet structure, showing the fold lines,369
numbered polygons and vertices, and a graph illustrating the vertex connectivity.370

The constraint equations are found by first generating an adjacency matrix A, which is a square Nv ×Nv371
matrix, where Nv is the total number of vertices, given by Nv =

∑N
i=1 ni. The adjacency matrix elements372

are equal to one if the vertices overlap, and zero otherwise, i.e. Aij = 1 if Vi = Vj , 0 otherwise. The373
constraint equations are given by:374

ACV = C = 0 (16)

where AC is the constraint adjacency matrix, defined by:375

AC,ij =


∑NV

j′=j Aij′ if Aij′ = 0 ∀ j′ < j and Aij = 1

−1 if Aij′ 6= 0 ∀ j′ < j and Aij = 1

0 otherwise

(17)

with all zero rows removed, resulting in an Nv ×Nc matrix, where Nc is the number of constraints. For376
example, if vertices i, j and k are coincident, Eq. 16 leads to the constraint equation 2vi − vj − vk = 0377
appearing in the constraint vector C. This procedure allows the multibody dynamics to be formulated for378
arbitrary fold patterns, where the pattern is defined as a collection of polygons. For an initial state vector379
q and applied force vector Qa, the differential algebraic system of equations in Eq. 15 is solved for the380
Lagrange multipliers λ, and the accelerations q̈, which are then numerically integrated to simulate the381
system dynamics.382

Although the notation of this section is somewhat cumbersome this approach has proved convenient for383
implementing within a mathematical programming environment, as the functions required to generate the384
required expressions are included in standard libraries and the origami design can be simply input as a list385
of points.386

3.3.2 Ray-Tracing for SRP Calculation387

To take into account self-shadowing and reflection of light between facets, ray-tracing is used to calculate388
the path of the incident and reflected radiation, and to then evaluate the resultant force due to SRP on each389
facet. Ray-tracing is commonly used in computer graphics for accurate rendering of 3D models (Glassner390
and Jovanovich, 1989). In spaceflight engineering, ray-tracing is used for precise orbit determination when391
the SRP force needs to be known within a tolerance such that the variation in the optical properties of the392
spacecraft’s surface lead to unacceptable errors when estimating the orbital position (Darugna et al., 2018).393
For an origami spacecraft, it is possible that in a certain configuration the entire incident radiation on a394
perfectly reflective facet could be reflected onto another facet, effectively doubling the force due to SRP on395
that facet and greatly affecting the system dynamics. Ray-tracing gives a computationally efficient method396
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Figure 4. a) Sequence of rotations between the inertial frame xyz and the ith facet body frame x1iy1iz1i.
Polygon and vertex numbering scheme, and a graph showing the vertex connectivity for a Miura fold
pattern (b) and a pyramidal sail pattern (c)

of calculating these inter-facet reflections and shadowing, and a description of the module is given in this397
section.398

The ray-tracing procedure begins by defining an NR × NR grid of points, evenly distributed within a399
square region that has a surface normal aligned with the incident radiation direction, and directed at the400
centre-of-mass of the multibody system. The square region has a spatial dimension DR large enough to401
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completely contain the projected area of the sail within the DR × DR square. Rays are then cast from402
these points and the resultant force is found by determining whether each ray intercepts a sail facet. These403
collision calculations are performed using a MATLAB wrapper (Vijayan, 2021) for the OPCODE collision404
detection library (Terdiman, 2003), which makes use of bounding volume hierarchies. If a ray intercepts a405
sail facet, the ray is then specularly reflected from the facet’s surface, and the collision detection repeated406
to determine whether the ray intercepts a further facet. This process is repeated until no further reflections407
are found. Throughout the ray-tracing calculation, the location of rays which intercept each facet are408
stored, and the resultant force and torque on each facet is found by summation of the contribution of every409
intercepted ray, according to Eq. 18, which gives the total force on facet i due to SRP:410

F SRP
i = P

∑
j

sign(uj · n)
(
DR

NR

)2
[∏

c

ρjc

]
((1 + ρi) cosαn+ (1− ρi) sinαt) (18)

Equation 18 is derived by evaluating Eq. 1 for every incident ray on facet i. The facet area A in Eq. 1 is411
replaced with D2

R/N
2
R

∏
c ρ

p
c/ cosα, where α is the angle between the incident ray and the facet normal,412

which ensures that the total intensity of light from all rays sums to the total flux through a DR×DR square.413
The term

∏
c ρ

j
c is the product of the reflectivity of all facets previously intercepted by ray j, which takes414

into account the reduced intensity of a reflected ray due to imperfect surface reflectivity. The torque is also415
found by summation over each ray’s contribution, and this may be nonzero now as the centre-of-pressure416
will not coincide with the centre-of-mass for a partially illuminated facet. The torque is given by:417

τSRPi =
∑
j

rij × fSRPj (19)

where rij is the position vector of the incidence point of ray j from the centre-of-mass of facet i, and418
fSRPj is the expression within the summation of Eq. 18. The ray-tracing procedure is illustrated in Fig.419
5a, showing the ray paths for a three facet system. The light blue facets are perfectly reflecting, while the420
dark blue facet is perfectly absorbing. Figure 5a shows the incident rays being reflected from the outer421
facets then absorbed by the centre facet, thus increasing the force on the centre facet in this configuration.422
The ray-tracing module was verified by comparing the force applied to a simple structure consisting of423
three square facets, as illustrated in Fig. 5a. Simulations were performed with the facets facing the incident424
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Figure 5. Illustration of ray-tracing for an example three-facet OrigamiSat (a), force error (b) and
computation time (c) of the ray-tracing module against the number of rays.
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radiation, and facet reflectivities given by [1,0,1], i.e. a 3D implementation of the planar model shown425
in Fig. 3a-b. The simulation was performed until the two outer facets folded to the vertical position, and426
the total impulse experienced by all facets throughout the simulation was calculated by summation of the427
contribution of each incident ray on each timestep. During the simulation, the difference between the force428
calculated using the ray-tracing module, and the exact value given by evaluation of Eq. 1 is calculated on429
each time step. The summation of this force difference over the entire simulation then gives the ray-tracing430
error impulse, εR. This is divided by the total impulse for a simulation in which the exact SRP force of431
Eq. 1 is used, εA, to give a relative value for the overall force error when using ray-tracing. This process432
was repeated with different resolutions used in the ray-tracing, with results shown in Fig. 5b. The results433
show that the difference between the ray-tracing and exact SRP impulse is less than 0.1% of the total exact434
impulse when more than 104 rays are used in the simulation. Figure 5c shows the computation time for a435
single timestep of the simulation against the number of rays used, which increases linearly from a value of436
0.01 s for a number of rays greater than 104. Overall, ray-tracing using the opcode library for collision437
detection is found to be an accurate and computationally fast method for calculating the SRP force on438
origami spacecraft.439

3.4 Simulations of Self-Reconfiguring OrigamiSats440

The multibody dynamics formulation presented in the previous section is now used to demonstrate441
through simulation that SRP and local SRM can be used to control the shape reconfiguration of rigid442
origami structures. In addition to demonstrating the basic principle of SRP triggered shape reconfiguration,443
these simulations are used to illustrate the limitations of the strategy and to highlight some considerations444
for the future development of control algorithms for the active shape control of OrigamiSats.445

3.4.1 Miura Fold Pattern446

The first simulation is of a Miura fold pattern, consisting of a 4×4 grid of rhombic unit cells. As447
discussed previously, the Miura fold is well known to have only one degree of freedom in folding, making448
it particularly useful for deploying planar structures as the unfolding requires minimal actuation. The sail is449
1× 1 m, with an areal mass density of 10 g/m2, considering the areal mass density of near-term solar sails.450
Reference to Fig. 2b suggests that at this length scale, the time to complete a fold should be on the order of451
minutes. Additionally, Fig. 2b shows that at this length scale the effect of bending resistance for a thin film452
hinge is insignificant and as such is not considered in the following simulations. The simulation timestep453
was chosen to be 0.1 s, and the system given in Eq. 15 solved numerically in MATLAB using the ode45454
solver, where the applied forcesQa are calculated using the ray-tracing module and the evaluation of Eq.455
18 and 19. For simplicity, the structure is assumed to be at rest in free space with no other external forces456
acting upon it. The structure is initially flat and lying in the xy plane, and incident radiation is directed in457
the −z direction. To ensure the structure folds correctly, the correct pattern of valley/mountain folds for the458
Miura pattern must be initiated. This is achieved by applying a torque of ±1 × 10−8 Nm to alternating459
facets, integrating the equations of motion for one timestep, and then setting the facet velocities and forces460
to zero before beginning the simulation. This results in a slight angular displacement of the facets which461
achieves the desired mountain/valley folds and allows the main simulation to proceed. Note that in reality,462
the correct pattern of mountain and valley folds would be preserved by either the plastic deformation of463
the creases in the hinge material, or by a physical mechanism. This “fold initiation” is only a concern464
for the simulation here because the “exactly” flat condition can lead to numerical instability. First, the465
outer columns of facets are set to be perfectly reflective with ρ = 1, while the middle two columns are466
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perfectly absorbing with ρ = 0. Reflective/absorbing facets are illustrated in all figures as light/dark blue467
respectively.468

The simulation was run for a duration of 100 s and results are shown in Fig. 6a, which shows the469
spacecraft drawn in the centre-of-mass frame at selected timesteps. The spacecraft is seen to completely470
fold inwards in this time, due to the relatively larger force acting on the outer, reflecting facets. This force471
acts in the correct direction to effectively fold the single-degree-of-freedom Miura fold pattern. As in the472
planar simulations, it was thought that by reversing the reflectivity pattern that the folding action could also473
be reversed. The simulation was repeated, this time with the inner facets perfectly reflective, with results474
shown in Fig. 6b. The folding direction is indeed found to have reversed here. However, after t=80 s, the475
folding ceases and the sail instead begins to open and return to the flat configuration. This is due to the476
inter-facet reflections, as incident radiation is reflected from the central facets and is then absorbed by the477
outer facets. This increases the force acting on the outer facets enough to reopen the sail. It was found that478
the sail could still be folded completely if the reflectivity of the central facets is set to zero after a time of479
approximately 30 s, as the remaining momentum of the facets is enough to complete the fold and there are480
then no inter-facet reflections to prevent the motion.481

3.4.2 PD Shape Control of a Pyramidal OrigamiSat482

If the reflectivity of each facet can be individually controlled using RCDs, it would be possible to actively483
control the shape reconfiguration of an OrigamiSat. This is demonstrated here through simulation of a484
pyramidal sail design, in which the facet reflectivities can be individually controlled continuously between485
values of ρ = 0 and 1, again assuming some ideal form of RCD. In attempting to perform this simulation,486
it was found that the sail’s overall attitude was unstable and it would begin to rotate relative to the incident487
radiation direction. For simplicity, this instability was removed by constraining the x, y coordinates of488
the centre facet’s vertices, such that this facet always faced the incoming radiation. This constraint was489
imposed here to simplify the dynamics for this demonstration of shape control, but in practice control490
algorithms will be required which combine shape and attitude control requirements.491

A triangular sail design is selected, consisting of four triangular facets. The facet and vertex numbering492
and connectivity, used to generate the equations of motion, are shown in Fig. 4c. The areal mass density is493
again selected as 10 g/m2, and the sidelength of each triangular facet is set to 1 m, again assuming that494
this scale will give folding times on the order of minutes and that the hinge bending resistance can be495
ignored. Shape control is achieved through the use of a proportional derivative (PD) controller, where the496
variables being controlled are the hinge angles of the outer facets, contained in the vector Φ = [φ1, φ3, φ4].497
The hinge angles are defined as φ = 0 for a facet lying in the xy plane, and positive when the facet folds498
downwards in the −z direction. It is assumed that the reflectivity of each facet can be continuously varied499
between zero and one. A PD control law is implemented to determine the required reflectivity values of the500
outer facets [1,3,4], given by:501

ρ1,3,4 = −kpΦe − kdΦ′e (20)

where the values are constrained to the range [0,1]. kp and kd are the proportional and derivative control502
gains respectively, and Φe = Φ−Φref is the vector of angle errors, given by the difference between the503
current facet angles and the target angles. The derivative term Φ′e is estimated using a backwards difference504
formula, using the values at the previous timestep of the simulation. The reflectivity of the centre facet, ρ2505
is found by summation of the outer facet reflectivities and subtraction from one, ρ2 = 1 −

∑
i=1,3,4 ρi.506

This gives the required difference in reflectivity for the facets to fold in either direction, as illustrated in507
Fig. 3a-b for the planar case.508
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Figure 6. a) Reconfiguration of a Miura fold pattern using SRP. Light blue facets are perfectly reflective
and dark blue are perfectly absorbing. b) Reversing the folding direction by reversing the reflectivity pattern.
After 80 s, inter-facet reflections cause the sail to reopen.
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Figure 7. Relative angle of outer facets during PD control simulation moving between the three target
configurations.

The simulation is run for a duration of 600 s, with the target angles set to -1 rad for the first 200 s, 1 rad509
for the next 200 s, and 0 for the final 200 s. The controller was tuned manually, resulting in control gains510
of kp = 50 and kd = 1200. Results of the simulation are shown in Fig. 7, showing a plot of the angles of511
the outer facets, and in Fig. 8, which shows the system plotted at 5 s intervals for the first 300 s of the512
simulation, showing the transition between the first two target configurations. The controller successfully513
reconfigures the spacecraft between the two target shapes, before returning to the flat position. As seen in514
Fig. 7, there is a slight discrepancy between the angle of facet 4 and the other outer facets, which is thought515
to be due to a rounding error in the numerical simulation. As the shape is triangular, the vertex coordinates516
cannot all be integers. This slight difference in the facet coordinates is then carried through the simulation517
and the effect amplified by the feedback controller, since each facet is controlled individually.518

Overall, the simulation has demonstrated that PD control of shape reconfiguration through the use of local519
SRM is possible, but some limitations have been encountered. Firstly, we again note that the orientation of520
the central facet was constrained to remain facing the direction of the incident SRP. This constraint was521
imposed because it was found that otherwise the spacecraft began to tumble. This highlights the need for522
either an integrated attitude/shape control algorithm, or for a separate attitude control system to maintain523
attitude stability while shape reconfiguration is performed. A further note is that some knowledge of the524
shape reconfiguration was assumed a priori when implementing the PD control equation. Specifically,525
it was assumed that reflectivity patterns of ρ = [1, 0, 1, 1] and ρ = [0, 1, 0, 0] would result in folding526
in the positive and negative directions respectively. While this was an obvious assumption for this sail527
design, for more complex origami structures with coupled degrees-of-freedom in folding, the relationship528
between facet reflectivity patterns and folding behaviour may be difficult to predict. For more complicated529
origami designs, this relationship could potentially be deduced through simulation by creating a lookup530
table of possible reflectivity patterns and observing the resulting dynamics, or it may be possible to find531
analytic expressions for the resulting motion of specific reflectivity patterns. A further level of complexity532
is introduced here by the fact that the system will have different folding behaviour for a given reflectivity533
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Figure 8. Pyramid OrigamiSat plotted at 5 s intervals for the first 300 s of PD control simulation, showing
the transition between the first two target configurations. The reflectivity of each facet represented by shade
of blue interpolated for values between 0 and 1.

pattern depending on the direction of incoming radiation, i.e. the coupling of the attitude/reconfiguration534
dynamics further complicates the development of potential control strategies. For this reason it is assumed535
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that an additional attitude control system may be desired for spacecraft of this type, which is capable of536
maintaining a fixed orientation relative to the Sun vector while the reflective facets are used to enact shape537
reconfiguration.538

A further challenge encountered is that the extent of the shape reconfiguration that can be achieved with539
this strategy is limited. There is an obvious limit in that, if the outer facets fold over past the vertical540
position, they then occlude the centre facet and SRP can not be used to return to a flat position. In practice, it541
was found through simulation that the achievable angle was less than π/2 rad, with the controller struggling542
to not overshoot and lose control effectiveness for target angles greater than approximately 1 rad, hence the543
target value selected for the simulations here. This limit means that for some OrigamiSats, reversible shape544
reconfiguration would require further actuation in addition to the RCDs. For example, SMPs or SMAs545
could be used in the hinges of such a spaceraft to actuate the deployment, while SRM could then be used546
for shape reconfiguration within the achievable angles during normal operation. Of note however is that547
this limitation depends on the origami folding pattern, as for the Miura pattern of the previous simulation548
reversible folding was achieved through the use of SRP alone. The need for additional hinge actuation549
will depend upon the folding degrees-of-freedom of the origami design, and also on whether inter-facet550
shadowing or reflections break the symmetry of the folding process, as was observed for the Miura fold.551

4 MANUFACTURING

In this section a detailed description on a small prototype manufacturing process is presented. The realised552
structure does not contain all the hardware needed for the full deployment (such the RCDs integration,553
power generators and the required PCB), which will be integrated in the future. All the critical aspects554
about the assembly and additive manufacturing processes are here described.555

The proposed structure is capable of changing its shape by acting on the origami edges giving a different556
angular displacement of two adjacent facets. Moreover, many constraints were considered for the design557
process as: the Ultimaker S5 and MakerGear printers will enforce the maximum printable volume and the558
printable materials selection. On ground testing of the OrigamiSat folding were perform using an external559
heather while in space it is expected that embedded heaters between the Al-Kapton membrane and the560
smart material edges will trigger the folding in conjunction with optical changes capability of the facets561
(i.e., RCDs devices) Here the trade-off analysis to manufacture the origamiSat’s facets is discussed: the562
main body is made of Al-Kapton, a high reflective material, whose structure is reinforced by printing on top563
the final origami pattern triangles and hexagons. An elastic filament, the thermoplastic polyurethane (TPU),564
remained always attached after being printed directly on the Al-Kapton. The Acrylonitrile Butadiene565
Styrene is carbon fibre (ABS-cc) is added to augment mechanical properties for the folding procedure.566
Two different patterns have been studied: the ”cartilage-like” pattern, where the hinge is composed only of567
of TPU (which is the only material directly attached to the Al-Kapton, due to its chemical compatibility)568
and a Shape Memory Polymer (4D filament) integrated on its top which makes the mounts or valleys569
fully stretchable; the other is the mechanical pattern, where rotational hinges are made of ABS-cc. The570
cartilage-like pattern was selected due to its superior printed accuracy and to enhance the utilization571
of the Shape Memory Polymer, which guarantee the complete autonomous unfolding movement; the572
final configuration has the framed structure is realized by combining the TPU and ABS-CC. For the 4D573
activation a thin film heater and RCDs are embedded for the completely autonomous folding and unfolding574
procedure.575
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4.1 Design process576

The OrigamiSat prototype design is initiated by conducting a compatibility material trade-off. The chosen577
adjacent facets for achieving the aforementioned purpose are just two simple equilateral triangles with the578
same thickness: as shown in Figure 9, the first design proposal has no mechanical hinges and it designs to579
be stretchable and bends as ”cartilage”. Indeed, the edge, where the crease occurs, is fabricated of TPU580
95A elastic material as well as the first layer directly attached on the high reflective material.Different581
structural materials have been considered such as PLA, ABS and Nylon with the Carbon Fiber (CC)582
reinforcement to strengthen the structure and maintain the final deployed shape. The whole height of583
the printed material is 1mm. The second design proposal considers mechanical hinges on the edges, for

Figure 9. Triangles basic pattern for deployment mechanism trade-off

584
connecting two facets. They have two separate parts, which rotate relative to each other: due to the small585
scale thickness, the parts resulted in being wholly melted while printed. The result is lousy and the same586
flatness of the previous design configuration is not achieved while folded. The pyramid represents the587
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final and selected configuration in Figure 9 since it is the most straightforward 3D shape that is possible588
to achieve from equilateral triangles. It combines the TPU 95A, the same structural material mentioned589
for the previous patterns, and the printable Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) (esu, 2020) along the edges.590
This material has demonstrated to recover the printed shape by applying external heating at the activation591
temperature of 75◦C . This configuration could facilitate embedding RCDs devices on the external facets592
and the implementation of a thin solar cell in the central triangle for powering purposes 3.4.2.For the SMP593
activation, a customised thin-film heater can be inserted between it and the reflective surface material.594

4.2 Materials595

The cartilage pattern is used to evaluate the overall mass and the attachment compatibility and for the596
reflective surface material trade-off, which for this application are Mylar and Al-Kapton. Al-Kapton has597
been preferred due to its lower mass and nominal thickness of 25.5µm. The mass evaluation is presented in598
Table 1, therefore embedding the 4D material with the TPU and the ABS/cc showed to be the best mass599
evaluation.600

Type Mass [g]

ABS/cc +TPU Triangles 0.864
ABS/cc +TPU+ Triangles 0.888
ABS/cc +TPU+Mylar Triangles 0.983
Nylon/cc +TPU+Mylar Triangles 1.094
Nylon/cc +TPU+ Triangles 0.968
PLA+TPU+ Triangles 0.918
Nylon/cc +TPU+Mylar Triangles 1.007
4D material + TPU + ABS/cc Triangles+ 0.816

Table 1. Cartilage pattern mass evaluation

PLA has been discarded since it displayed of permanent deformation as a result of the heating process601
once printed. We compared the pros and cons of using ABS vs Nylon with CC. The ABS/cc is advantageous602
for its tensile modulus of 2700 MPa (ISO 527). It is also less fragile and more stable than standard ABS603
since it has a lower thermal expansion than standard ABS. Moreover, ABS/cc glass transition temperature604
is 120◦C. The main disadvantage of ABS/cc is in its bed temperature around 90◦C which can cause605
detachments while embedding other materials and it is prone to warping failure. Nylon/cc presents a tensile606
modulus of 500 MPa (ISO 527) and it is a durable material. It is ideal for making parts that require stress.607
It is beneficial for its high thermal and chemical resistance and low thermal expansion. Moreover, it shows608
little warping and greater hardness. The main disadvantage of Nylon/cc is in lower moisture absorption609
than standard nylon and high absorption of humidity. Indeed, the humidity absorption represents a crucial610
phenomenon, making ABS/cc preferable together with the excellent temperature changes resistance.611

All the printed samples have been showed warping, which decreases once the sample is heated up. This612
phenomenon occurs due to the printer bed warming during the printing phase and the coefficient of thermal613
expansion, since it is directly attached to the bed with tape where air bubbles are completely removed. TPU614
95A is chosen as the first layer directly deposited on the Al-Kapton which shows a well-suited macroscopic615
attachment even after 10 cycles of heating process for the activation of the 4D edge. The ABS/cc is grooved616
inside the TPU 95A structure and not only deposited to prevent delamination in the heating and changing617
shape processes.618
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Figure 10. Pyramid shape sample in the deployed (a) and folded configurations upward (b) and downward
(c) and CAD details

The 4D material has to be printed separately due to the filament diameter, therefore, a meticulous619
assembly procedure on the Ultimaker s5 bed has to be followed. The 4D material cross section in Figure 10620
presents a lateral step to permit the TPU 95A to be attached completely and to permit the overall structure621
assembly. The central V shape is designed to permit the fold over the sharper edge, which coincides622
with the folding line: here is settled to 0.1mm. Further investigation will be addressed in the future, for623
evaluating the Out-gassing requirements as well as the Atomic Oxygen erosion.624

4.3 Printing procedure625

The 4D material filament diameter is not suitable for the Ultimaker s5, therefore, the self-folding part626
is realized separately with the MakerGear printer. Before starting the process, the bed is topped up with627
Dimafix glue. A separated test for confirming the chemical compatibility of different glues applied on Mylar628
and Kapton has been performed: five different glues have been tested between the two reflective materials629
and the printer bed. Mylar samples with the Dimafix and Magigoo Original glues are characterized by good630
compatibility results and few air bubbles are formed with the first one. Then Al-Kapton sheets are tested631
sequentially with Dimafix, Magigoo Original, Magigoo for HT filament, Magigoo for PA, UHU stick glues.632
In the first and second samples, air bubbles are present, while in the third, detachments occur as well as a633
principle of abrasion, which is more visible in the fourth sample; the UHU stick glue causes significant634
detachments. The corrosion process is notable mainly in the Mylar samples with Magigoo for HT filament635
and Magigoo for PA, while UHU stick glue causes detachments. The test was performed by heating the636
samples to 120 ◦C for 30min, and the results were analysed after 24h. After the self-folding part is printed,637
the CAD file is imported in the Cura software, which is that one used for tuning all the settings for the638
main print in Ultimaker S5. The print starts and will be paused after the first layer of TPU 95A is deposited:639
this serves as a guide on where to integrate the 4D material part (details shown in Figure 11-b). The print640
is paused and glue is applied on the gaps where the SMP has to be inserted. They are gently positioned641
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correctly and a slight pressure to avoid contour detachments is applied. The print is then resumed, obtaining642
the final prototype. Before removing the sample, the bed has to reach the ambient temperature.

Figure 11. Final shape design procedure: 1) Print procedure on the MakerGear printer, 2) Application of
the on the Ultimaker s5 bed and first TPU 95A deposition, 3) 4D material integration, 4-5) Finishing the
print and final result

643

4.4 Pyramid pattern prototype and self-folding test644

In Figure 10 the whole printed, heated, folded processes are shown. Once the sample is removed from645
the bed, is delicately cut from the remaining Al-Kapton and heated up. To have a better visible control, an646
electric heater is used, for heating the sample up; then, the sample is deformed just applying an external647
force, which for the pyramid sample is controlled by hand. The external force has to be applied for at least648
10 seconds. The sample could be folded in both directions. Thereafter, an external heating flat patch has649
been built with just Copper wire on a Mylar sheet. In Figure 12, the self-deployment procedure is shown:650
from applying voltage to the wire and rising the temperature from 70deg to 90deg, is possible to achieve a651
flat configuration. Note that the test has been performed in a considerable large room and an isolation box652
has to be designed to prevent heat dispersion, around the sample.

Figure 12. Sequential deployment of the pyramid sample with an external flat heater on the base

653

4.5 Final origami pattern design654

The chosen final shape comes from the original origami of Zirbel et al. (2013) with few modifications655
applied on the created gaps. The hexagon has a length of 3cm due to the printer bed volume constraint656
and has a total thickness of 1mm. In Figure 13 is possible to see the top view of the final Origami CAD.657
There are three different gaps between the TPU 95A and ABS/cc insertions, which are directly related to658
the pattern design: the blue gaps are valleys and are the only ones filled with the 4D material and they have659
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Figure 13. Origami pattern details

a dimension of 2πt for achieving a complete folding of 180deg, therefore, they coincide with the active660
edges; the radial mountain gaps permit the complete folding, therefore any additive material insertion is661
permitted and a slot of 1mm is left. Other slots which coincide with mountains and valleys are going to be662
folded around the central hexagon, therefore any additive material is allowed and a gap of πt is considered663
to achieve a complete folding of 60◦. Details about the CAD files of TPU 95A, the 4D material, the ABS/cc664
insertion are shown in Figure 14 c-f.665

4.6 Final origami pattern manufacturing666

In Figure 11 the whole printing and assembly processes are shown. Starting from the printing of the667
4D material in the MakerGear printer, applying the Al-Kapton in the Ultimaker bed and heating up it,668
continuing with the first layer of the TPU 95A print to use it as a guide for later applying with the glue the669
4D material, the first layer deposition procedure has ended when the shape is contoured with the ABS/cc670
filament. To apply the 4D material the print has to be paused, and resumed once the integration process is671
ended. Once the print is ended we need to wait until the bed is at the ambient temperature to remove the672
sample. To change the shape, this pattern has to be heated and external paper clips are used to maintain the673
shape when is still heating up. Afterwards, the sample is removed from the heater and is constrained with a674
wire around the external perimeter, until it cools down to ambient temperature: this process requires 10min.675
The folded and unfolded origami pattern is shown in Figure 14 where the folded and unfolded configuration676
are captured. Note that after the heating process it is possible to achieve a complete flat surface due to the677
self-deployment capability.678

5 CONCLUSIONS

In this article, the use of combined thermo-optical properties for triggering shape reconfiguration of an679
OrigamiSat has been investigated. While the use of a swarm of OrigamiSat is envisaged to enable a new680
paradigm towards mission design, we focused on a the numerical modelling and manufacturing process of681
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Figure 14. Final origami solar sail configuration fully deployed (a) and folded(b). CAD details of all the
parts: the 4D material, the ABS-CC and the TPU 95A one

a single OrigamiSat. We first explored the use of Surface Reflectivity Modulation (SRM) control on the682
facet to regulate the intensity of Solar Radiation Pressure (SRP) forces acting on the facets. It was shown683
that for a reflective flat square facet with a fixed edge, the time to complete a fold of π/2 rad under the684
influence of SRP is on the order of minutes for areal mass densities on the order of 10 g/m2 and length685
scales on the order of metres. Further, it was shown that for a hinge constructed of the same thin film686
material as a conventional solar sail, the bending resistance of this hinge can be neglected above a critical687
length scale, due to the advantageous scaling of the force as a result of the SRP compared to the hinge688
resistance. Results of planar simulations show that folding can be induced, and the direction of folding689
reversed by controlling the SRM of linked, rigid facets. However, long chains of connected facets may be690
difficult to control in this manner, due to the large number of rotational degrees of freedom in the system.691

A method for generating the multibody equations of motion for 3D rigid origami systems was developed,692
and used to demonstrate the use of SRM to enact shape reconfiguration of 3D origami structures in free693
space. Simulations have shown that shape control with this strategy is possible in principle, but the degree694
of control that can be achieved depends upon a number of factors: the kinematics of the origami pattern695
design and in particular the degrees of freedom in folding of the design; the effect of inter-facet reflections696
and shadowing; and the ability to decouple the attitude dynamics from the shape reconfiguration, either697
through a dedicated attitude control system or the development of an integrated shape and attitude control698
algorithm. Active shape control was demonstrated for a simple triangular design with a PD control law,699
though the results here suggest that in practice additional actuation will be required to achieve deployment700
and shape control within the full range of possible motion for many origami designs. Future work could701
include the development of integrated attitude/shape control algorithms as simulations have shown that702
coupling of the attitude and folding dynamics will be a challenge during shape reconfiguration. This could703
be achieved through the use of the RCDs to modify the OrigamiSat’s centre-of-pressure, though due to the704
coupled attitude/folding dynamics it is likely that further actuation may be required.705
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We then explored the use of the Shape Memory Polymer (SMP) (or 4D filament) applied directly on706
Al-Kapton, material typically used for solar sails film for the actuation of the edges. The TPU 95A is707
used for the rest of the whole OrigamiSat structure during the first layers deposition: is an elastic material708
which compatible with Al-Kapton and showed to be well attached to its surface even after a full thermal709
cycle for activating the 4D filament. The ABS/cc is used to augment the mechanical properties of the710
structure and is embedded in the TPU 95A. Comparison between mechanical hinges and cartilage-like711
edges were traded-off. The latter shows to be preferable because of its printed accuracy and to enhance the712
utilization of the Shape Memory Polymer, which guarantee the complete autonomous unfolding movement.713
This design enables deployment of the folded OrigamiSat when exposed to an external heat source that714
activated the 4D material. This is an alternative design compared to traditional solar sail deployments that715
involve booms. It is important to notice that not all the edges have to be manufactured with 4D filament to716
trigger the deployment thus making the structure lighter. The numerical experiments show that a hybrid717
thermo-optical 4D printed OrigamiSat is required to enable reversible shape-changing between several718
configurations, enabling multi-operational functions.719
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